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            Convert HTML files designed for IE 7, 8 and 9 to PDF using Aspose PDF
        

            
                I have several thousands of HTML files that are designed for and work only in IE 7, 8 and 9.

When I try to convert these to using c# with the code below, they are not properly converted. (i.e. they ...
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            How to repeat same merge field multiple time in aspose?
        

            
                Hi I have a scenario where i have list of locations. In my document i have merge field location_num. I want to print all location_num values in my doc dynamically.
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            Difference between XLS and XSLFO
        

            
                What's the difference between XLS and XSLFO? It's a bit confusing.  I want to convert an XLS file to PDF but aspose.pdf documentation doesn't have a XLS-PDF guide (using aspose.pdf). They only have ...
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            Aspose pdf field validation in code
        

            
                I'm using Adobe Acrobat Pro and Aspose PDF. Let's say I have a field in Acrobat where it contains a JavaScript code or in its format is restricted. 
When using Aspose PDF to fill this field, is there ...
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            Aspose PDF check formatting before fill field
        

            
                I'm using Aspose PDF to read a PDF, some fields have Format restrictions (ie. The format is set as Number, then no chars can be inputted into the field). However; when I'm trying to fill a field using ...
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            ASP.NET Download Aspose PDF with embedded BMP
        

            
                I need to render a BMP to a PDF using Aspose and download it.

The downloaded PDF is corrupt and Adobe will not open it.  The saved to file PDF is fine and opens.  Anyone know why the PDF from ...
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            Aspose.Pdf Polish Characters
        

            
                Why my pdf don't display polish character? 

MemoryStream ms = new MemoryStream();
Pdf pdf = new Pdf(ms);
Section section = pdf.Sections.Add();
var txt = new Text("aÄ…bcÄ‡de");
txt.TextInfo.FontName = "...
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            Generating a password protected PDF with hyperlinks with the Aspose.Pdf library
        

            
                Iâ€™m hoping someone can help me with a problem Iâ€™m having with generating a password protected PDF with hyperlinks with the Aspose.Pdf library. The problem is that the password protection seems to ...
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                I have a deep link that works when in the chrome browser to open my app with a certain ID. This link looks like following:

intent://m/#Intent;scheme=myapp://app.com/reference/2016062910185811;package=...
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            Aspose.pdf returns white pages
        

            
                i'm trying to generate a pdf from some input data.
So I created my PdfGenerator() and that creates a pdf with some text:

public class PdfGenerator {

    public PdfGenerator() {
        //Instantiate ...
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            Is it possible to add two textbox fields in a PDF with the same name using Aspose.Pdf?
        

            
                Is it possible to add two textbox fields in a PDF with the same name using Aspose.Pdf?

The following code will automatically change the field name from what I designate by adding a incremented number ...
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            Issue with pdf docs not showing up
        

            
                We recently wrote some code for a client using the Aspose.pdf library, on my system the pdf in question opened fine and most of the merge fields were filled in (we don't have the exact list of merge ...
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            Giving zero indent for inner cell Indent in Aspose Word
        

            
                I am trying to create inner cells in pdf with using aspose words. But I have issues about its style. I need to center and fit my text in cell. But when I set center property for cell it gives some ...
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            Generate PDF from large html
        

            
                I am generating a PDF from an HTML string.
When this string is really long, I would like to create a new page, split the text (without breaking the html) and so on.

Here is my code :

// instantiate ...
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            Is it possible to save pdf document to byte array (aspose.pdf for java)
        

            
                I need to save a pdf document, generated by aspose.pdf for java library to  memory (without using temporary file)

I was looking at the documentation and didn't find the save method with the ...
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            Aspose PDF - Change background color of paragraphs that spans over multiple pages
        

            
                In ASPOSE PDF, version 11.0.0.0 we have a paragraph that countains a Textfragment that is really long (it spans over multiple pages). 

How do we set the backound color of all the pages that contains ...
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                How do i fit values in those horizontally splitted cells ? I am cloning each row dynamically. The values being populated currently is a merge field as i was using this approach but i couldn't make the ...
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            Aspose Pdf : Getting exception for large files
        

            
                I try to save the pdf document but I am getting below Exception.

"Offset and length were out of bounds for the array or count is greater than the number of elements from index to the end of the ...
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            On deploying latest Aspose 10.6.2 v getting NULLPOINTEREXCEPTION on save in UNIX env
        

            
                I had migrated the jar to Aspose latest version(10.6.2) and successfully deployed on UNIX env. While saving the form in UNIX env I am getting  NullpointerPointer exception.
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            Best way to generate PDF in c# using Word or InDesign?
        

            
                I'm comfortable generating Word documents using Aspose.Word (which can also save as a PDF) but I've recently been asked to do the same thing using a PDF as the starter template. We recently bought ...
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                I have an requirement to apply the indent and justify the paragraph text, so I have applied the margin for the TextFragment and applied the justify property. But the right side text was went to out of ...
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            Adding MarkInfo entry element to logical structure of a PDF file using Aspose dll's
        

            
                I am using the most recent Aspose.PDF DLL in Visual Studio with the appropriate (in the code applied) license.

For my conversion from pdf files to pdfa types I use the following code:

Aspose.Pdf....
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            How to get the Page Number of a form field in Aspose PDF?
        

            
                How to I retrieve the page number of a Form Field using Aspose PDF?  I'm trying to recreate the PDF form in HTML by placing an image of each page and overlaying each field using the page number, ...
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            ASP.Net Printing to printer installed on client machine in a website
        

            
                This is for ASP.Net website.
When user selects remote documents(pdfs) present on server and clicks print, we need to show the print dialog where user can choose which printer to print to.

The methods ...
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            Aspose.pdf.Heading text went to out of the page - DOM pdf approach
        

            
                I am trying to build list text using the heading objects. While entering the text into heading text, the list text is went to out of the page.

        Document pdfDoc = new Document();
        pdfDoc....
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            Hyperlink Alignment issue with Aspose.Net PDF with DOM Approach
        

            
                Hyperlink text not aligned properly in PDF. For example,if textfragment have  Both normal text and hyperlink text irrespective of fragment.IsInLineParagraph = true/false; 

in detail:  have a multiple ...
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            How to split SVG into chunks of desired size to render it to PDF
        

            
                I want to render a large SVG image to a PDF document (PageSize = A4).I am using Itext Library and Java. Here is a post that describes how to render a image larger than page size to PDF () How to show ...
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            Convert aspose.pdf document to aspose.pdf.generator document
        

            
                I have an existing process that builds various PDF documents in memory using aspose.pdf.generator. The process then concatenates the PDF files and returns one PDF to the user at the end. 

I now have ...
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            Import annotations (XFDF) to PDF
        

            
                I have created a sample program to try to import XFDF to PDF using the Aspose library. The program can be run without exception, but the output PDF does not include any annotations. Any suggestions to ...
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            add TOC to PDF that has both portrait and landscape pages
        

            
                http://www.aspose.com/docs/display/pdfnet/Add+TOC+to+Existing+PDF 

I am trying to add a TOC to a PDF that has both portrait and landscape pages similar to the example above. That causes all the pages ...
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            java.lang.IllegalArgumentException: Map size (0) must be >= 1
        

            
                I have written a Java program that deals with PDF's and at the end it runs the following code to optimize the file size of the PDF's that were created.

log.debug("Optimizing the PDF");
...
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            Send multiple pdf files from one folder to printer. ASPOSE.PDF. C#
        

            
                I'm trying to send multiple files from one folder to printer.
Now, I can send just one file from folder to printer. However I want to print the files from the folder. I'm using ASPOSE.PDF
I was trying ...
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            Aspose PdfFileStamp headers overlapping
        

            
                I have recently upgraded my Aspose.Pdf library from 3.0.4.0 to 9.3.0.0. After the upgrade our use of the PdfFileStamp starting ignoring our margin options (top, left, right) and instead, writing all ...
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            How to keep pdf structure after add/replace image by Aspose.Pdf
        

            
                I trying to replace images in a pdf page with another image outside using Aspose.Pdf. This is the pdf before replace that's opened by AI:
And this is the pdf after replace:
How can I keep the ...
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